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Introduction

As the preacher finished her morning sermon in the Pastoral Epistles she stated, “Next Sunday we will consider one of the most stimulating subjects in our society: The role of women in church leadership.” The thought went over positively with the people. After all, this church had called her to be their pastor only a few months earlier. There had been an exodus of some of the old diehards but the majority of the congregation stayed either out of curiosity or because of integral family ties. The new preacher was middle-aged, married, attractive, and well-educated. Compared to the previous clergy person she was much more accessible to the congregation. As I spoke with some of the members afterward it was evident they were pleased with their new pastor.

What has brought about the entry of females into leadership roles as head pastors, co-pastors, deacons, elders, chaplains, pastor-counselors, campus ministers, general staff appointees in positions formerly held only by men?

The most recent survey of all denominations reveals that there were 3,276 women clergy in 1930 and 11,130 in 1980. Carroll notes:

The large-scale entry of women into the ordained ministry is not an isolated phenomenon. It is part and parcel of broader changes in the attitudes and structure of American society regarding “woman’s place,” including her place in the work force. In 1950, for example, 29.6 percent of the American labor force was female; by 1980, the percentage increased to 42.5.

It would be easy and typical for many conservative evangelicals and fundamentalists to dismiss this phenomenon as something that will never happen in their church. Yet the issue is in their very midst! Though it may not be obvious, there are silent sympathizers who, if given the opportunity, would and ultimately will endorse the egalitarian cause. Men and women in the work force are going to their life experience and reading it back into their church life and ultimately into the Scripture. That experience increasingly affords women a role of equality in the secular domain and in growing amounts of church domain. This switch which began in the context of secular culture and is being read into church culture has caused theologians to reevaluate the traditional biblical view of male/female role relationships. Perhaps the old notion of a hierarchical understanding was never initially accurate? When did submission begin?
Are women inferior to men? Did Christ and Paul disagree on the woman's role? If God gave women extraordinary gifts, why does the church limit their participation? How may a woman function in the church? Are the Apostle Paul's directives to women cultural or normative (I Cor 11:2-16; 14:34-35; I Tim 2:8-15)?

It is the purpose of this article to isolate one particular text, I Timothy 2:8-14, and briefly review the literature about certain exegetical and hermeneutical concerns regarding the cultural validity of Paul's restrictions to women in the church. For many the hermeneutical answer to this question provides the basis as to how one will respond to the other above inquiries. First, this will begin with a brief overview of the current state of feminist hermeneutics and its relationship to cultural concerns. Secondly, areas of exegetical importance in I Timothy 2:8-14 will be examined. Thirdly, some principles for cultural/normative interpretation of I Timothy 2:8-14 will be discussed. Finally, some summary thoughts will be offered.

Hermeneutics and Feminism

As in most current theological concerns, hermeneutics is at the heart of the issue. R K Johnston notes: "From the earliest days of the current discussion it has been recognized that the question regarding the role of women within the congregation and the home is largely a hermeneutical one." Through an assumed hermeneutical approach, individuals attempt to determine what the text means for them. This has become a much larger discipline than exegesis. Scholars have points of exegetical disagreement but within the discipline itself one can only project different parameters of word meaning and grammatical clause structure that are confined to certain historical and literary contexts. Thus, words cannot have meanings of which readers have never heard. However, the hermeneutical ramifications of passages dealing with women offer numerous approaches and differing interpretive results. Even after exegesis occurs the results are filtered into a hermeneutical structure that tends to eisegete the text. Scholars are forever trying to discover a new method of interpretation to give role relationship texts meaning and significance for current culture. Even if, have no understanding of exegesis, they may offer an interpretive opinion. Fee notes: "All people 'do' hermeneutics, even if they know nothing about exegesis. It is no wonder that there are so many differences among Christians..." While not implying that those who have studied role relationships have no exegetical ability, it is suggested that the hermeneutical approaches and opinions are varied and sometimes considerably weak in exegetical substantiation.

Hermeneutical Approaches to Role Relationship Texts

Several overlapping interpretive methods that have developed address the biblical texts dealing with women. Most of these approaches are from the feminist perspective which parallels the more recent sympathy for
egalitarianism in culture as a whole. The views that are developing have become much more serious and well-defined in the past several years. The following eight views are briefly offered.  

**View #1: Jewish Hermeneutics.** This view attempts to examine biblical texts from the viewpoint of rabbinic tradition, outside the framework of the Christian church. Judaism has its own definition of certain concepts of theology, canon, and exegetical traditions. Thus, Jewish feminist hermeneutics carries many extra-biblical traditions considered important for interpretation. Rightfully it also critiques much of Christian feminism as a new form of anti-Semitism since it often accuses first century Judaism of being oppressive, patriarchal, misogynist, and androcentric. 

**View #2: Radical Hermeneutics.** This view rejects the Bible as thoroughly oppressive, patriarchal and misogynist. It offers little hope of recovering support of any value for egalitarianism from the text. 

**View #3: Recounting Hermeneutics.** This approach observes the texts which oppress women as terrible experiences that must not be repeated. Trible's goal is to interpret stories of outrage on behalf of their female victims in order to recover a neglected history, to remember a past that the present embodies, and to pray that these terrors shall not come to pass again. In telling sad stories a feminist hermeneutic seeks to redeem the time. 

**View #4: Reconstruction of Biblical History Hermeneutics.** Championed by Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, this view along with views #2 and #3 takes a radical approach to the biblical text. Fiorenza views the Bible as a skewed document regardless of one's approach whether patriarchal or feministic. She espouses the principle that everyone has an advocacy viewpoint from which he or she approaches the text. Fiorenza's point of view is feministic. Her approach is basically four-fold. First, one must suspect the text of being androcentric and patriarchal. Second, one must proclaim the texts as supportive of women. Third, the texts which have been traditionally interpreted must be retrieved and re-explained. Fourth, it is important to recreate the texts to fit the current Christian tradition. 

**View #5: Liberating Hermeneutics.** This method seeks to view biblical texts that call for liberation of oppression as the norm. The way Jesus treated women and the Pauline message of Galatians 3:28 are viewed as the standard. 

**View #6: Documentation Hermeneutics.** The next two types have similar approaches and are used in varying degrees by those who would call themselves evangelical feminists. This method enjoined by Jewett and Mollenkott attacks hierarchalism in the biblical tradition. Many texts are viewed as representing the egalitarian viewpoint. This position also tends to see Paul contradicting himself. He is viewed as sometimes speaking as a Rabbi, espousing hierar-
chalism; and at other times he is viewed as presenting the new vision of Christ, egalitarianism. Jewett finds tension between the Jewish and Christian perspective in Pauline writings.

Because these two perspectives—the Jewish and the Christian—are incompatible, there is no satisfying way to harmonize the Pauline argument for female subordination with the larger Christian vision of which the great apostle to the Gentiles was himself the primary architect. It appears from the evidence that Paul himself sensed that his view of the man/woman relationship inherited from Judaism, was not altogether congruous with the gospel he preached.13

View #7: Retrieval Hermeneutics. Similar to the previous hermeneutic view which endorses biblical authority, this view is more moderate and also espouses inerrancy. This approach claims that the Bible does not support what it has been assumed to teach about subordinate roles of females in the church. While there are certain localized cultural passages that may have shown limited submission of women (I Cor 11:3-16; I Tim 2:8-15) they have been wrongfully interpreted over the centuries. Furthermore, Galatians 3:28 should be retrieved (or recalled) as the norm through which all other texts must be read. Scanzoni and Hardesty note:

The matter of hermeneutics is central in discussing the question of women's role and status. For too long proof texts from the Bible have been hurled at women to "keep them in their place." Now the church is beginning to take a new look at Scriptural teachings on human personhood and human relationships with regard to both sexes.14

View #8: Sustaining Hermeneutics. This view attempts to review and uphold all traditional interpretation intact except where a cultural situation is not intended to be normative. Those who affirm the traditional subordination of women to men in marriage and in the church are generally referred to as conservative evangelicals and/or fundamentalists. This hermeneutic is often termed anti-feminist. Lightfoot comments:

Lately, Paul has suffered immeasurably from the advocates of women's liberation. Again and again he has been made the whipping boy, the classic male chauvinist of all time...Paul clearly is not misogynist in his views on women and second,...his different statements on women are not in irreconcilable disarray and mutually contradictory.15

Having briefly examined several of the latest approaches surrounding feminist hermeneutics, it is time to test the way some of these positions would represent cultural or normative validity of principles surrounding the injunctions about women. The primary reference to be tested is I Timothy 2:8-14.

Feminism and its Relationship to Cultural Concerns

An overview of the eight positions reveals that views #2 through #5 would not uphold the integrity of the Biblical text. For this reason there is little interest among supporters of these positions to view stipulations regarding women's submission to man as being any more than 1) male chauvinism, 2) interpolated texts which are blatantly inconsistent with
other points in the biblical record, or 3) notions which are out of place with current egalitarian thought.

The authority of Scripture is not considered sacred causing their advocates to bring any number of pre-understandings to the text. However, the last three hermeneutical positions reveal much more interest in desiring to hermeneutically harmonize biblical accounts. View #6 appeals to the authority of Scripture but not to inerrancy. Views #7 and #8 claim to endorse inerrancy. These latter three views, documentation, retrieval, and sustaining, make great attempts to interact with each other while at the same time protecting the cultural and abiding validity of the biblical record. In representing the interaction and intentions of these groups, Fee's comment is appropriate.

The big issue among Christians committed to Scripture as God's Word has to do with problems of cultural relativity, what is cultural and therefore belongs to the first century alone and what transcends culture and is thus a word for all seasons. 6

How then would each of these groups view I Timothy 2:11-14 with regard to traditional roles for women? The documentation and retrieval hermeneutical stances with their egalitarian tendencies basically fret about the exclusionary implications of this passage and about the apparent contradictions between it and others of the Pauline corpus. The sustaining view espousing traditional roles for women in the church sometimes wields these verses as a "coup de grace" which prohibits women from various leadership functions.

R K Johnston who espouses an egalitarian view offers some unique terminology that could be applied here. In his discussion on the hermeneutical issue of women, he warns against the egalitarians becoming "dualistic" in their approach to Scripture. There is a danger of isolating the time bound from the universal, the human from the divine, the rabbinic from the Christian. On the other hand, he warns the traditionalists of a parallel danger, that of "spiritualizing" Scripture by treating it unhistorically. He notes:

Rather than viewing Scripture as being time bound, it is now understood as timeless truth. Just as the dualist stumbles over the Bible's humaness, so the spiritualizer errs in his understanding of Scripture's "supernatural" nature. The former seems overcome by Scripture's time-relatedness; the latter seeks to deny this time-relatedness any real significance.

Still one is faced with the question who is correct and what is cultural or normative? The case should not be biased before considering the evidence. Still it may be asserted that most recent literature opts for a dualistic perspective. These opposing dangers that Johnston observes are often a reality. The dualists explain away abiding principles by making them cultural.

It is this writer's contention, however, that those whom Johnston would call guilty of spiritualizing are merely honoring truths which transcend culture and cannot be either illuminated due to current life style
or negated due to increased awareness of general revelation. Perhaps if the potential for danger of spiritualizing is limited to those who never understand real cultural principles as temporary it is justified. However, it is unwarranted to apply this claim to those who are basing timeless principles on creation order. The determination of time bound or timeless principles in I Timothy 2 must begin by addressing limited exegetical considerations.

I Timothy 2:8-14: Areas of Exegetical Importance

Submission is established in I Timothy 2 as the reason why females are to remain silent in the church. They are commanded to receive instruction with all submissiveness and not to be teachers or exercise authority over men (I Tim 2:11-12).

It is generally understood that I Timothy 2 is addressing itself to problems of public worship. In the early part of the chapter instruction is given regarding public prayer (I Tim 2:1-7). Paul proceeds to indicate who may pray publicly as an obligation which rests on men. The term used for men in v 8 is andros instead of anthropos which denotes men in distinction to mankind. The structure is subsequently developed in vv 9-14 to designate andros and gune as two distinct groups of people who have distinct areas of service in the church life. Males but not females are obligated to lead in prayer when mixed congregational worship occurs. On the other hand, women are obligated to curtail leadership functions over men for reasons which are subsequently presented.

Ephesian Heresy

The problem that prompted the Apostle to give needed instruction regarding women is unstated. From the nature of his discussion, however, it seems that regardless of whatever the exact specifics of the problem it evidenced itself in insubordination.

It has become a more popular view among egalitarians (dualists) to link the problem of women at Ephesus with the Ephesian heresy. This heresy is the general problem of false teachers and doctrine referred to in both Timothy and Ephesians (cf I Tim 1:18-20; 4:1-8; 5:16; 6:3-10, II Tim 2:16-18; 3:1-9; 4:3-4, 14-15). There is no doubt that some women were affected by the false teachers (I Tim 4:3; 5:11-15; II Tim 3:6-7).

The question that arises is whether the problem in I Timothy 2 concerns women teaching false doctrine to men. If this is so, then the problem of insubordination can be altered to refer to a form of teaching (false teaching) rather than teaching of any kind. If this is so, then it could also be suggested that men were equally guilty of this heresy throughout the book and should thus equally be called insubordinate over women since they also taught error. One might thus conclude that if this is the problem then it can also be implied that if women did not teach heresy to men then they would be permitted to teach them. Nothing in the context of chapter 2, however, suggests that the issue was the Ephesian heresy.
What can be established from the text is that women were not to teach men in public worship without any qualifications. It was insubordination regardless of what kind of teaching was occurring over men. If this is the case, then the real issue at stake is that women who possessed spiritual equality with men thought there was no longer any need to retain a functional distinction.

Women and Prayer

Kaiser has asserted an idea that has gained many admirers. He notes: In the very passage most frequently used to urge women to absolute silence in church, Paul encourages them to "lift up their hands in every place" in prayer. The key word comes at the beginning of verse 9, "likewise" or "in like manner." But [to] what is the "like manner" referred...Paul wants women to pray "in like manner" as men do in every place. Thus the missing main verb in verse 9 is the same verbal idea he has just given in verse 8. "Likewise (I desire that women pray in every place) adorning themselves.

Clearly those who regard the commands as cultural or who try to exegetically reword the passage have made a concerted effort to adjust Paul's command to women in v 9. There is definitely an ellipsis involved. The phrase, "likewise also the women" (hosautos [kai] gunaikas) refers back to the previous verb boulomai in v 8. However, instead of proseuchesthai, kosmein heautas is supplied.

Can it be argued as Kaiser and others have contended that the complementary infinitive ought also to be included as part of this ellipsis? Did Paul really mean he wanted women to pray in like manner as men should in every place while adorning themselves properly during the activity?

This possibility tends to obscure the functional distinction between men and women. Certain factors argue against this proposal. First, grammatically it is unlikely. If Paul wanted to replace boulomai with proseuchesthai as the complementary infinitive why did he include kosmein in the infinitival form? A participial form would seem more likely. Second, this rendering employs kosmein as a unique employment of asyndeton. Thirdly, public prayer by women in the presence of men seems inconsistent with the command for women's silence in vv 11-12 (even if silence is translated as "quiet spirit" or "quietness") even if one accepts the command as cultural. Fourthly, the subject matter of vv 9,10 is the decorum of females, not their praying habits. Thus, the most natural way to render v 9 is to supply boulomai alone after hosautos. The desire expressed by Paul is that women are to display the same attitude of holiness in their dress as men do in their public prayers. Fairbairn comments that hosautos "is intended simply to couple the women with the men in having equally with them a relation to duty, bound to a becoming line of conduct in their own particular sphere."
Women and Silence

Few have ever advocated that I Timothy 2:11-12 (esuchia) teaches the absolute silence of women. Yet the word could convey this possibility. Those who seek to hermeneutically retrieve the meaning are not even happy with qualified silence.29 The word could also be translated quietness, quiet spirit or peaceful.30 This translation aids those who espouse the Ephesian heresy as the women's problem in I Timothy. Some understand quietness as not being limited to the cessation of all authoritative speaking over men but only to that speaking which is quarrelsome, disputative, controversial or divisive in demeanor and doctrine (I Tim 6:14; II Tim 2:23).

Yet even if quietness is the proper rendering it is still a strong indicator of silence from any kind of teaching over men in the church not just that connected with the Ephesian heresy. The translation "quietness" is also linked with speech that in no way exercises authority. There is no kind of vocal prayer or teaching over men in public worship which could be classified as offered in quietness without being also authoritative. Whether offered in quietness or not these are activities which convey authority. Furthermore, three of the four uses of the term esuchia in the NT (Acts 22:2; I Tim 2:11-12; II Thes 3:12) are translated silence by the major lexicons. It is also suggested that silence best maintains the context with the word didaskein.31

Women and Paul's Preference

In I Timothy 2:8,11 boulomai and epitrepo are suggested as indicating Paul's cultural preference rather than God's universal command.32 The discussion does not really argue for any less importance or normality of these statements. Moo is helpful here in suggesting:

It is precarious to infer any less authority: the words of the Apostle Paul, writing inspired scripture. There appears to be a hidden disjunctive in [the egalitarian argument]...here: either Paul's personal advice or universally valid principles. But of course Paul is usually giving both.33

Women Teaching and Authority

Paul's statements have been challenged on two accounts. First, the kind of teaching to which he is referring. And second, that I Corinthians 11:5,13 seems to allow women to prophesy which is also an authoritative function over men. These will be looked at respectively.

First, concerning the kind of teaching. There are many settings and contexts in which the word didaskein is used; but in this context Paul has in mind the teaching of biblically related truths in a formal capacity. This activity was restricted to specific individuals who commanded the respect of the hearers. The very activity of teaching required the exercise of authority over the hearers. Paul ranked teaching as a special gift (I Cor 12:28,29; Eph 4:11; Rom 12:7). Timothy was encouraged not to neglect this gift in himself (II Tim 1:11; 4:1,11; 6:2). Thus, as a formal authoritative activity in the church, regarding the message and proclamation of truth, women were not to teach men.34
Secondly, less persuasive are Moo and Grudem's arguments which permit women the right to prophesy before men but not to teach them. Moo attempts to explain this apparent contradiction by designating it as a derived authority. He explains it as more directly "pneumatic" than teaching thus involving a less authoritative and less personal relationship between the speaker and hearer.

Grudem explains teaching as that which provided normative doctrinal and ethical guidance for the church. Prophecy had no such authority. Those employing it did not tell the church how to interpret and apply Scripture to life nor did they proclaim doctrinal and ethical standards for the church to follow.  

Payne seems more convincing by arguing that prophetic activity was an exercise of authority over another. A survey of prophecy itself refutes the claim that it is a passive function. The one prophesying in both OT and NT was considered a mouthpiece revealing a message from God to his listeners. Involved in prophecy were the activities of foretelling (prediction, Eph 3:3–5; John 4:29) and forthtelling (upbuilding, encouragement, and consolation, I Cor 14:33). Regardless if the prophecy came as a form of prediction, exhortation, comfort or rebuke, the activity was always accompanied by a certain didactic element. Hence, men or women who made use of this gift placed themselves in a position of authority over their hearers. Specifically for a woman to employ the gift of prophecy in the church involved authority over man.  

The fact that I Corinthians 11:4–13 appears to allow women to prophesy while I Corinthians 14:34–35 charges women to keep silent causes an apparent contradiction. Both I Corinthians 14:34–35 and I Timothy 2:11–12 deny women the right to speak over men in the church but I Corinthians 11 may allow authoritative praying and prophesying to occur. How might this contradiction be resolved?

One potential solution is to view I Corinthians 11:5, 13 as not granting females the right to pray or prophesy in the church even with their heads covered. In these verses Paul admits that some women were attempting to remove all functional distinction not only by removing the veil in public worship but also by exercising prayer and prophecy. In these verses and in vv 4,7 Paul indicates prayer and prophecy was to be accomplished without the head covering. Women were correct in recognizing this fact but this still did not grant them the right to use these authoritative functions. They were not to perform these activities before men. To accept Moo and Grudem's explanation to grant women the right to these activities by assuming that prophecy was a non-authoritative function is unacceptable. It has been argued above that these are authoritative functions.

A further solution offered to nullify the offense of female praying and prophesying in the mixed congregation is to imply that vv 5, 13 allow women the right to pray and prophesy if they wore the covering. This latter explanation is a categorical assumption that must be read into the
text. Paul never states that women could pray and/or prophesy even if they wore the veil.\textsuperscript{49}

When women wore the covering in the first century, it did show submission to men. This does not negate the obvious facts that women were still females and were not to exercise authoritative functions over men. This understanding resolves potential contradictions between I Corinthians 11:4-13; 14:34-35 and I Timothy 2:8-14. All of them prevent women from exercising authority over males in public worship either by teaching, praying, or prophesying.

**Women and Dominance**

The English translation to overbear rule or domineer \textit{(authentein)} in v 12 has afforded those who embrace the Ephesian heresy a useful argument. Paul's injunction for silence/quietness was to curb the misuse of authority not authority itself. If women spoke before men without domineering, then it would be all right. Knight has all but eradicated the basis for this argument by showing this word is a positive concept and in no way does it have overtones of misuse, position, or power.\textsuperscript{41} Knight's point is that Paul's command was not against the abuse of authority but against any exercise of authority by women in mixed assembled worship.

Arguing also for the neutral use of this word are two other terms. Didaskein \textit{(v 12)} has already been established as the normal activity of teaching rather than limited to a certain kind of improper teaching. Also the term \textit{pase hupotage} (all submission v 11) is not used to curb the abuse of authority or teaching but as an alternative to any and all teaching and authority that women were exercising over men.

**Women and Creation Order**

The verses in the Timothy passage which give the fundamental reasoning behind Paul's call for submission are found in I Timothy 2:13-14. The basis of submission is the creation order, Adam was created first. Kaiser has tried to lessen the effect of this word \textit{(eplasthe)} by changing its representation. He notes:

The man like Adam, has had the advantage of being shaped, formed, molded \textit{(plasso not ktizo, “created”) (in doctrine and experience?) first. Since women were at this time only beginning to be taught, even as Eve had been shaped by doctrine and teaching after Adam, so now men must assume the entire responsibility for the church.\textsuperscript{42}

Subtly Kaiser, has changed the meaning and intent from physical priority to mental and educational priority. The implication is that as soon as women are brought along educationally the importance of priority ceases. However, the argument breaks down when \textit{plasso} is examined more closely. The Septuagint uses this word in Genesis 2:7, 15 with regard to Adam's physical creation.\textsuperscript{43} Paul seems to be suggesting in this text as well as in I Corinthians 11:8-9 that priority of physical derivation is the real basis of role relationship at Corinth and Ephesus.\textsuperscript{44}
Paul's other argument from creation addressed the deception (ex-apatetheisa) of Eve. That she was deceived and Adam was not provides a basis for submission. Moo assumes that Eve's failure is "exemplary and perhaps causative of the nature of women in general and that this susceptibility to deception bars them from engaging in public teaching." Yet it does not seem likely that men are any less susceptible to error because two of them were put out of the church (I Tim 1:19-20; cf II Cor 11:3). If he were saying women are more prone to error, then he also should have restricted them from teaching other women and children. It also means Paul is using a biological argument to uphold a difference in role relationship. If this is so, women are prevented from teaching men because they are emotionally unfit for the retention and propagation of the truth.

The Apostle does not elaborate on his statement about the woman's beguilement. Yet it seems to be a low blow to women to tell them they intrinsically lack leadership capability. Further reflection on the context surrounding v 14 indicates that Paul may not have been focusing on the female's supposed propensity for deception. The mention of Eve's deception and man's lack of it may simply be a phrase to call to the mind of his readers the whole episode of the fall. Having triggered their minds about the circumstances, his real purpose is to show what was pictured in and precipitated by the woman's deception. In her discourse with Satan and subsequent activity (all of which Paul refers to as "the woman being deceived") Eve had usurped Adam's role and began to lead her husband.

This explanation of the illustration parallels the context of Paul's statements here in I Timothy 2. His whole point to the women is not their inherent incapability to lead but that by teaching and exercising authority they were insubordinate in the same manner as Eve. A paraphrase of Paul's thought might be: "Remember Eve's insubordination (deception) and Adam's choice to follow his wife's sinful conduct (not deceived). You women at Ephesus are showing the same quality (unsubmissiveness) in the church and it is wrong." It is thus suggested that it is more in keeping with a balanced discussion of role relationship in I Timothy 2 and a more accurate evaluation of the Genesis account as Paul uses it here in his argumentation to think of the woman's deception as an illustration of insubordination rather than an intrinsic weakness in the woman's physiological makeup to lead.

The limited exegetical considerations discussed above help to clarify and/or to disallow certain points of exegesis used by both feminists and traditionalists to bolster their claims concerning I Timothy 2:8-14. Disallowing certain points to the feminists makes their task of cultural relativity that much more difficult. Yet those committed to a documentation or retrieval hermeneutic (dualists) still can claim Paul's text is cultural with little validity for current times. On the other hand, those who appeal to sustaining hermeneutics (spiritualists) attest this text as normative for present church situations. What are some principles that may help determine cultural/normative interpretation?
What is Cultural/What is Normative?
R C Sproul has put his finger on the main issue by stating:
Unless we maintain that the Bible fell down from heaven on a parachute, inscribed by a particular heavenly language uniquely suited as a vehicle for divine revelation, or that the Bible was dictated directly and immediately by God without reference to any local custom, style, or perspective, we are going to have to face the cultural gap.

Thus the key question to ask is to what extent is the Bible’s relevance limited by changing human strictures and perspectives about the biblical text? Feminists are forever crying “cultural” or “partly normative.” Specifically, in 1 Timothy there are three approaches that one might observe in view of the text. First, that the rules for women’s attire and conduct are completely cultural and have no bearing on the church today. Second, that the rules for attire and conduct are semi-cultural/normative. The commands apply but may not be reflected in the same form of clothes or in the same restriction of speech as in the first century. Third, that the rules for attire and conduct are completely normative. While clothes may be reflected in different styles, the restrictions for speech should be applied in the church today as in the first century. It is suggested that the latter view is correct. Paul has substantiated his teaching by grounding it in creation order. Not only has he established the principle of modesty and submission but also he has verified certain activities for which women may not be permitted to participate.

It must be granted that there are certain local circumstances that are unique to a given time and locale. One must have good hermeneutical reasons to allow local circumstances to limit all abiding application. If not, local circumstances could be used to rule out all biblical commands. 1 Timothy 2 has some local factors in it which were unique to the Ephesian church. There was some confusion between male/female role relations over the attire and speech of women. Whatever the exact factors were they gave rise to Paul’s teaching on modesty, silence and submission.

Much effort in egalitarian thought attempts to focus upon the local events for the sole purpose of removing normative application. Moo points out the steps of the argument that are often used: 1) teaching occasioned by a local situation is not universally applicable; 2) the teaching in question is occasioned by a local situation; 3) therefore, the teaching in question is not universally applicable. However, it is too categorical an assessment to assume that all teaching stemming from a local situation must be cultural. This is exactly what Osborne, Fee, Johnston, and others have attempted to do with the 1 Timothy 2 passage.

Is this fair to place so much value on local circumstances as a way to negate normative teaching or could it be that even out of local situations principles of abiding validity occur? Perhaps similar circumstances might occur again in different places and the principles could be reapplied. If a situation similar to the Timothy passage occurs, could not the principles have abiding validity? The following guidelines may be offered
to show the normative quality of the principles in I Timothy 2. First, a circumstance may extend beyond the initial event when the activity or condition under discussion is constant or recurs. Thus while the activity in I Timothy is a local discussion about regulations in the worship service it is also a constant that exists any time believers come together for worship. God has not changed the rules for his church. Similar problems often arise that are not part of the Ephesian event but could be called similar circumstances or problems. The context of I Timothy 2 would thus apply for today's church.49

Second, the underlying reason for a command may provide a key. If a command is based solely on a local or temporary reason the application to a future circumstance may be curtailed. However, if the reason given is a general principle it will have application to all future similar circumstances. McQuilkin stipulates: "When a reason is given for the teaching, it may be assumed that the teaching is normative only when the reason itself is treated as universal and permanent."50 The principles Paul affirms in I Timothy 2:11-12 are grounded in the general, axiomatic, permanent ideas of creation (I Tim 2:13-14). Paul is establishing more than the submission principle in the creation account. He is rendering the rules concerning women teaching men, exercising authority over them, and remaining silent as being normative for the present church. They are practices which the creation account supports as impermissible for women in the church situation. Some have tried to dispute Paul's use of Genesis 2, as a Rabbinical misrepresentation. They would say that although Paul interpreted Genesis 2 to sound as if it taught submission, it is not really there.51 This conclusion is incongruous with the doctrine of inerrancy.

Another common error by feminist hermeneutics is to dismiss the abiding character of I Timothy 2:11-14 by explaining the basis for Paul's statements as the temporary lack of education of the women at Ephesus.52 Today's educational opportunities for women make the need to curtail their speaking ability unnecessary. The inadequacy of this explanation is observed in that it introduces a reason for Paul's statements which is not only foreign to the context but also disregards the significance of the general principles of creation. It further implies that Paul erred in using a universal principle because it was not really meant to be interpreted universally.

Third, if similar commands or teaching are found in other locales with similar circumstances, then the principles invoked may extend beyond a particular context. If, however, commands in a given text contradict texts elsewhere, then the commands are probably one-time restrictions. This principle finds validity when other Pauline texts are compared with I Timothy 2:8-15. I Corinthians 14:34-35 also restricts women from speaking authoritatively over men. As has been shown I Corinthians 11:5, 13 does not permit women the right to pray and prophesy before men in the worship service. Likewise, other examples that Paul mentions (Rom 16:1, 3,6,12; Phil 4:2-3; Acts 21:9) never establish conclusively that women participated
in official ruling, teaching or authoritative positions where it impinged upon men. The hermeneutics of retrieval has attempted to reinterpret many of these passages to establish functional equality.

Furthermore, it is observed that Paul consistently borrows from creation order to verify male/female role relationship distinctions in church and/or marriage (I Cor 11:7-9; 14:34-35, “just as the Law also says”; I Tim 2:13-14; Titus 2:5, “that the Word of God may not be dishonored”; Eph 5:21-33 [31]). I Timothy 2 is not an incidental reference, but uses the same principles of creation which are consistently referred to elsewhere. This must be accepted as hermeneutically significant of a universal principle.

Regarding the potential of contradictory texts as a means of relegating certain commands to a cultural status, dualist hermeneutics have given strong credence to Galatians 3:28 as the key normative text espousing equality. It is proposed by Howard that:

Christianity has broken down distinctions which divided and separated humankind...But it is here in Gal [3:28] that equality of Christian men and women finds its fullest expression. And it is this equality implicit in the New Testament teachings of the inbreaking of the kingdom of God, which becomes the hermeneutical principle I would like to evaluate in I Timothy 2.53

Scholer calls Galatians 3:28 the controlling text obliterating functional and essential distinctions. He asks, “Why should we assume that I Timothy 2:11-12 is the controlling text through which other texts on women must be read?”54

There is really no significant difference whether one begins with Galatians 3:28 or with I Timothy 2:11-12. The real issue is: Does Galatians 3:28 obliterate all functional distinction or only essential ones? Obliterating the former would mean the elimination of all hierarchical structure so that men and women may enjoy mutual participation and interchangeability in all realms of church, home and societal life. Obliteration of the latter means the elimination of any racial, sexual, and/or societal differences that would prevent equal inheritance in the sonship of God. If both are obliterated I Timothy 2 must be interpreted culturally or there will be an apparent contradiction between the two texts. However, I Timothy is based on creation order and is, therefore, a normative text. The answer to any potential conflict is that Galatians 3:28 regards essential distinctions not functional distinctions. All may participate by faith in the inheritance of Abraham to be called sons of God.55 The controversy that is posed between these two texts is in the minds of the proponents of current cultural trends rather than in the texts themselves. Both texts are normative and do not contradict.

Fourth, as one views the overall purpose of the book it must be determined whether or not it was written solely to that localized situation or it applies to believers in situations everywhere. When the epistle of Timothy is considered, the book even though written to the local Ephesian circumstance is not isolated to that context. The letter was also written as a worship manual to the body of Christ. I Timothy 3:14-15 confirms this
by stating "I am writing these things to you, hoping to come to you before long; but in case I am delayed, I write so that you may know how one ought to conduct himself in the household of God, which is the church of the living God, the pillar and support of the truth." The principles conveyed within I Timothy 2 are applicable to current culture as norms for role relationship in the church.

Summary and Observations

Cultural interpretation is a difficult area of hermeneutics. There are numerous areas that are left exposed in the present discussion. It is seldom right to uplift current cultural standards as the norm for biblical interpretation. Culture often can be and is perverted. For this reason culture tends to explain away axiomatic principles regarding role relationships. God has established specific roles and rights at creation which He intended to continue unabated in this temporal world.

Some of these axiomatic principles revolve around the role relationship of male and female. Paul verifies this in I Timothy 2. When one looks at Scripture and at the corresponding parallel culture it might seem, in certain instances, that misogynist culture corresponds with patriarchal viewpoints of Scripture and vice versa. This must not lead to the conclusion that the Apostle Paul’s advice is also misogynist or that it endorses the repressive treatment of women.

The danger of the hermeneutical circle is that it tends to come to the text prepared for negotiation. If not handled properly, this approach can and often will encourage the interpreter to make a priori judgments about texts on women. This article has only aroused limited awareness of some of the complexities in the debate of male/female role relationships by examining certain exegetical and hermeneutical concerns in light of I Timothy 2:8-14. It also focused upon some guidelines for normative and/or cultural interpretation.

The following observations are offered. Individuals studying feminism are providing a more mature effort to reexamine biblical texts about women’s role in the church. Theologically only a few of these groups (documentation, retrieval, and sustaining) are willing to protect to varying extents the integrity of the text. The former two (dualists) attempt to call I Timothy 2 a cultural text, while the latter (spiritualists) uphold it as normative. Some dualists uphold limited aspects of the passage as normative: i.e. moderation and certain areas of submission. However, they would change the mode of its expression in today’s culture.

Some of the cultural interpretations are based upon exegetical work which assumes that Paul never really wrote to support role relationship distinctions in the assembled public worship or in leadership aspects of the church. It is suggested that: 1) The Ephesian heresy is not the problem in I Timothy 2. If it is, then insubordination could be limited to certain kinds of heretical teaching by either men or women but not a complete ban of all teaching by the latter. 2) Females are not given the right...
to pray publicly before men. 3) Silence or quietness is the alternative offered to women rather than teaching or exercising authority over men. 4) Teaching, public prayer and public prophecy are all displays of authority over another which women are not permitted to perform. I Timothy 2:8-14, I Corinthians 11:4-13 and 14:34-35 all prohibit women from exercising these types of authority over men. 5) The practice of dominance over men is forbidden to females. Paul condemns any and all such activity not just the abuse of it. 6) The Apostle grounds his commands for women in the creation order account which indicates man was given the priority in creation. Thus the Ephesian women demonstrated insubordination in the same manner as Eve.

Even though certain exegetical considerations refute some points useful for feminist argumentation, this still does not prevent equalitarians from calling I Timothy 2 cultural. Thus, hermeneutically it must be asked if I Timothy 2:8-14 is cultural or normative. It is concluded that: 1) The continuing activity of worship and male/female involvement remains a current practice in the church and so does the right to apply these texts although current circumstances and culture are not completely similar. 2) Both submission and the actual mode of expressing it are grounded in the foundational order of creation. 3) The principles established in I Timothy 2 are upheld by corresponding texts in other Pauline writings. I Timothy 2:8-14 does not contradict Galatians 3:28 because the former addresses function and the later essence. 4) I Timothy was written as a manual for the Ephesian believers as well as to believers of every age. Sustained are the biblical commands of I Timothy 2:8-14 which exclude women from areas of ecclesiastical ministry, whether the exercise of authority over men be vocal or in practice. Silence/quietness and submission are still the method objectifying this relationship. This was not a cultural command of the first century but normative for all centuries. Thus I would recommend, on the basis of God's Word, that the woman preacher be removed from her congregation and that the two newly elected female deacons be dismissed from office.
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